
                           WHY A DELIVERY SERVICE? 

Well, times are a changing, that’s for sure. It seems everything in life these days is either 

shipped to your door, or delivered to you by the hoards of company’s out there delivering 

goods such as, food , documents,  check curriers, pharmaceutical medicine delivery curriers, 

just to mention a few.  

CVS a huge drug dispensary has just launched home delivery in 2019 of their prescription drugs 

for their customers. Obviously this was a muffled attempt to respond to (Pill Pack) an Amazon 

Company’s idea of home delivery of drugs to patients including the elderly that may not be able 

to find their way to the pharmacy to fill their prescriptions.  

What a year it has been in this space! Everybody is now currying pharmaceutical drugs to stay 

ahead of the competition nipping at their tail! We at QPD want in on this explosive industry 

however, our vision is quite different.  

We’re going to offer a delivery service like no other. Catering to the dispensary’s to quickly and 

quietly move their wares to their intended destination while providing a flagship service for 

their customers. 

Let’s think for a minute:  

How many lives do you think might have been saved if in fact there was Alcohol Delivery’s 

since, oh, say, since 1995? Well guess what, someone dropped the ball.  

If individuals are consuming Alcohol, its only common sense that when they run out they have 

to get behind the wheel of a motor vehicle to go their local package store, thus, driving drunk! 

This has no doubt happened millions of times and nobody but nobody ever thought about 

delivery of Alcohol to save maybe just 100 lives, let alone maybe 10,000 lives.  Alcohol is far 

more destructive then Cannabis and it’s sold on every corner in America! 

If people are drinking in the home what better way to keep them off the roads, by delivering 

the product to their front door, thus keeping the automobiles in the driveways where they 

belong!  

This is just a sample of how we think at QPD. No one should have to be driving around with 

Cannabis in their car (coming home from dispensary purchases).  This just increases the chances 

that irresponsible people will use Cannabis while driving. Or vandals, kids, stumbling onto 

Cannabis when they break into a car to steal items.  

Delivery service of a controlled substance is the best invention since the napkin, and it didn’t 

happen until 2019 on a large scale! It’s unfortunate that all your big powerful lawmakers could 



not see the benefit that we just pointed out above regarding Alcohol way back when. It’s so 

bizarre, that some nightspots and clubs have package stores attached to their bars. They let you 

purchase more alcohol on your way out while driving home drunk!  

Let’s think for a minute: 

You’re on way home from a dispensary, you just picked up a few pre rolls, some flower and 

some gummy bears. You get pulled over for a tail light being out. As the officer walks up to your 

vehicle the aroma of fresh flower hits him in the face. You go through the entire spiel that you 

just came from a dispensary. Who cares, we because we smell flower, we have probable cause 

to search and maybe de-construct your vehicle to ensure you’re in possession of only the 

allowed amount. 

I mean what way for drug traffickers to pitch this on the interstate when pulled over. You see 

the bounty’s on LIVE PD that are being seized. So don’t think for a minute that your lame story 

is going to satisfy an overzealous police officer. He will be ripping your car apart before you can 

say Peabody Massachusetts. 

Why take the chance? Even though it’s legal just the smell can cause you to be delayed on the 

side of the road for hours. We strongly suggest you watch A&E’s LIVE PD. Eight out of ten traffic 

stops result in pot searches, with dogs included even though it’s legal. Hey, they have to make 

sure you don’t have bricks in your wheel wells or fake bottomless gas tanks filled with pot. 

 QPD’s reason for entering this space is exactly this! Other services although fast and reliable 

see a convenience as their motivators for entering this space. We see convenience also, but 

more importantly, we see YOUR SAFETY as key.  

Sincerely, 

The QPD Team 

 

 

 


